
HOUSE 1122
By Mr. Goyette of New Bedford, petition of Thomas P. O’Neill 111

(Lieutenant-Governor), Roger R. Goyette, Richard R. Silva, Nicholas
J. Costello, Thomas K. Lynch, Robert W. Gillette and Denis Lawrence
relative to the use of certain off-shore fishing rights. Natural Resources
and Agriculture.

QU) e Commontoealtf) of iflagsfacfjugetttf

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Genera!
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 130 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking
2 out section 21 and inserting in place thereof the following
3 section:
4 The director shall devise a system of statistical information
5 useful to the marine fish industries of the commonwealth and shall
6 compile information obtained thereunder. Hemayrequireforsuch
7 purpose the attendance of witnesses and the protection of books
8 and documents, and may examine witnesses on oath; and such
9 witnesses shall be paid the same fees as in civil actions in the courts.

10 He shall prepare from time to time and distribute bulletins and
11 reports and feasibility studies pertaining to the 200 mile limit and
12 its potential effect on the commonwealth’s off-shore fishing fleet
13 embodying statistical and other information relative to marine
14 fisheries. He shall also assist and cooperate with local authorities in
15 the promulgation of rules and regulations for the protection and
16 conservation of fish.
17 “The director shall devise a system of feasibility study reports
18 and information pertaining to the expansion of the domestic off-
-19 shore fishing fleet in the commonwealth so long as the 200 mile
20 limit is in effect. He shall prepare from time to time and distribute
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21 bulletins and reports embodying statistical and other pertinent
22 information relative to off-shore and continental shelf marine fish
23 and fisheries resources.”
24 “The director shall also establish a Marketing Information
25 Bulletin on off-shore fisheries and continental shelf fish relative to
26 the availability of markets for the commonwealth’s off-shore
27 fishing fleet catch.”
28 “The director shall cooperate with the director of marketing of
29 the office of commissioner of food and agriculture in the
30 commonwealth to explore and develop new markets for un-
-31 derutilized species of marine fish and continental shelf fishery
32 resources.”
33 The Director shall further keep records which document the
34 basis for the raising and lowering of all quotas within the
35 Commonwealth.
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